Although photometric stereo offers an attractive technique for acquiring 3D data using low-cost equipment, inherent limitations in the methodology have served to limit its practical application, particularly in measurement or metrology tasks. Here we address this issue. Traditional Photometric Stereo assumes that lighting directions at every pixel are the same, which is not usually the case in real applications, and especially where the size of object being observed is comparable to the working distance. Such imperfections of the illumination may make the subsequent reconstruction procedures used to obtain the 3D shape of the scene prone to low frequency geometric distortion and systematic error (bias). Also, the 3D reconstruction of the object results in a geometric shape with an unknown scale. To overcome these problems a novel method of estimating the distance of the object from the camera is developed, which employs photometric stereo images without using other additional imaging modality. The method firstly identifies Lambertian diffused maxima region to calculate the object distance from the camera, from which the corrected per-pixel light vector is able to be derived and the absolute dimensions of the object can be subsequently estimated. We also propose a new calibration process to allow a dynamic(as an object moves in the field of view) calculation of light vectors for each pixel with little additional computation cost. Experiments performed on synthetic as well as real data demonstrates that the proposed approach offers improved performance, achieving a reduction in the estimated surface normal error of up to 45% as well as mean height error of reconstructed surface of up to 6 mm. In addition, when compared to traditional photometric stereo, the proposed method reduces the mean angular and height error so that it is low, constant and independent of the position of the object placement within a normal working range.
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Introduction 1
Traditional Photometric Stereo (PS) is used to recover the surface shape surface normal. For example, a 1% uncertainty in the intensity estimation 23 will cause a 0.5-3.5 degree deviation in the calculated surface normal for a 24 typical three-light source photometric stereo setup [10] . Uncertainty in the 25 calibration process can also lead to systemic errors when recovering surface 26 normals and in the 3D recovered surface [11, 12] .
27
Furthermore PS gives no information concerning the absolute distance of 28 the object from the camera. Other imaging modalities are normally required 29 for obtaining such range data, for example laser triangulation or stereo vision 30 techniques have been combined with the PS approach [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A dense (per-31 pixel) surface reconstruction of a smooth and texture-less object proves to be 32 a challenging task for many range detection imaging approaches, since they 33 can only provide sparse surface data. In order to recover the range data at pixel resolution, we may alternatively make use of some information about 35 the object surface itself such as convexity and smoothness.
36
In this paper we present a novel method to allow us to calculate the 37 distance of an object based on the same photometric stereo imaging setup, .
When more than two images (four images are used in the following work) .
− → I is the vector formed by the four pixels ((I 1 (x, y), I 2 (x, y), I 3 (x, y),
is the matrix composed by the light vec- surface gradients p(x, y) and q(x, y), and the local surface normal N(x, y) 120 can be calculated from the Pseudo-Inverse using Equations 4,5 and 6 where
4. Proposed Method
123
By estimating the distance of the object from the camera we can improve Table 1 . It is divided into three 2.4. Create a vector from centre of diffused maximum region to centre of lens as shown in Figure 3 (a).
2.5. Now using origin of lens, pseudo light vector, position of light and vector created in step 2.4 we can calculate distance of object by using the same intersection equations as used in step 1.5.
2.6. Repeat steps 2.2 to 2.4 for every light source and take average of all estimated distance values for final estimated value.
3. Per pixel light direction calculation. 8 is used. 
(10)
Lp 1 is the 3D position of light 1 in the world coordinate system. Lp 
159
In this case the sphere can be positioned in additional places to improve the 160 accuracy.
161
To calculate the position of light using the above method we need the 162 position of at least two highlights on the sphere surface. These highlights 
Z = f ocalLength * sphereActualRadius pixelLength * sphereP ixelRadius
Where Z is the distance of sphere centre from camera in the z direction, f x 168 and f y are the focal length in pixels in x and y direction. Once the centre of 169 sphere c is known, the surface normal − → n at point p (highlight pixel position)
170
can be used to calculate p from equation 15 .
k is a constant required to calculate p. As p lies on the surface of the 172 sphere |p − c| should be equal to the sphere radius and by using value of p 173 from equation 15 we can solve the value of k from the following equations.
Once the value of k is calculated, it can be used in equation 15 to calculate 
Object Distance Estimation

178
The object distance from the camera is calculated by using the Diffused
179
Maxima Region (DMR), which is calculated by taking the absolute of the we have found that for most cases the threshold is greater then or equal to 183 0.9. 
Per pixel light direction calculation
204
Once the distance of the object is known from the camera, an imaginary 
217
For our synthetic imaging setup Table 2 shows the range of light vectors to other 3D range finding technologies, however the system can achieve a 234 recovery in pixel level which is not provided by any other 3D imaging systems.
235
To test the accuracy of the surface normals acquired from the proposed 236 method we have used Mean Angular Error (MAE) as the measure of accuracy.
237
MAE is calculated by taking the cosine inverse of the dot product of a ground 238 truth surface normal and a calculated surface normal. Mean Angular error calculated from a synthetic as well as real images. Table   240 3 shows that the mean error in the height calculation of the reconstructed 241 surface is improved around 2-6 mm in height and there is around 2-3 degree 242 improvement in surface normal estimation. 
